
Lesson #4 – Evan Hilchey
October 27 2020
u Focus of Lesson: IELTS Writing: Describing graphs

u Lesson

u Lead in

u Today we’re going to continue practicing IELTS Writing Task #1

u Same graph as last week but you will write new answers and then compare your answers from last 
week to see how you have improved

u We’re also going to spend 5 minutes seeking your feedback my teaching 

u Lesson overview

u Revisit IELTS Writing Task #1 activity and tips

u Activities

u IELTS Writing Task #1 

u Teacher feedback survey

u Students to compare their answers from last week (students will be provided with links to view 
their answers from from Oct 19/27). 

u Wrap-up

u What have you learned about writing IELTS Task #1

https://forms.gle/FJ7orhM4ic9b7Xhr9

https://forms.gle/buxPGGBkwYx1mLGe8

https://forms.gle/FJ7orhM4ic9b7Xhr9
https://forms.gle/buxPGGBkwYx1mLGe8


IELTS Writing Task #1: Comparing your Writing
Mr. E aka Teacher 

October 29 2020



Lets get this class started!

https://youtu.be/btPJPFnesV4



Eye of the Tiger
a feeling of confidence and power

Keep your eye on the prize
to remain focused on one’s goal



IELTS Writing: Task #1 Tips
u Study the data before you begin to write.

u Make sure you have identified the main aspects of the data (e.g., 
highest number, biggest change, end goal, name of the process).

u Organise your writing around the main aspects of the data.

u Describe those aspects, referring to the data in detail to illustrate 
what you are saying.



The chart gives information about global population percentages and distribution of 

wealth by region. Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the main 

features, and make comparisons where relevant. Write at least 150 words.

https://forms.gle/FJ7orhM4ic9b7Xhr9

https://forms.gle/FJ7orhM4ic9b7Xhr9


Teacher Survey

https://forms.gle/buxPGGBkwYx1mLGe8

https://forms.gle/buxPGGBkwYx1mLGe8


Review and Reflect



Model Answer

u The chart compares population shares in various regions of the world with the 

distribution of wealth in these same regions. It can be seen that wealth is 

heavily concentrated in North America, Europe, and high income Asia-Pacific 

countries which together account for almost 90% of global wealth.

u Even though North America has only approximately 6% of the world's 

population, it boasts nearly 34% of global wealth. A similar situation can be 

seen in Europe, which has 15% of the global population but 30% of global 

wealth, and high income Asia-Pacific countries with 5% of the world's 

population but 24% of its wealth.

u In contrast, the overall share of wealth owned by people in Africa, China, 

India, and other lower income countries in Asia is considerably less than their 

population share, sometimes by a factor of more than ten. This is most 

striking in India, where 16% of the world's population own only 1% of the 

world's wealth and in China, which has the highest percentage of global 

population (24%) but only 3% of the world's wealth.

(176 words)
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